lines irradiated with carbon ions to investigate the coupling interplay between apoptotic signaling and morphological and mechanical cellular remodeling. The expression levels of key apoptotic proteins and the changes in morphological characteristics and mechanical properties were systematically examined in the irradiated HCC lines. We observed that caspase-3 was activated and that the Bax/Bcl-2 ratio was significantly increased over time. Cellular morphology and mechanics analyses indicated monotonic decreases in spatial sizes, an increase in surface roughness, a considerable reduction in stiffness, and disassembly of the cytoskeletal architecture. A theoretical model of apoptosis revealed that mechanical changes in cells induce the characteristic cellular budding of apoptotic bodies. Statistical analysis indicated that the projected area, stiffness, and cytoskeletal density of the irradiated cells were positively correlated, whereas stiffness and caspase-3 expression were negatively correlated, suggesting a tight coupling interplay between the cellular structures, mechanical properties, and apoptotic protein levels. These results help to clarify a novel arbitration mechanism of cellular demise induced by carbon ions. This biomechanics strategy for evaluating apoptosis contributes to our understanding of cancer-killing mechanisms in the context of carbon ion radiotherapy.
coupling effect between cellular mechanical change and the activity of organized and composited signaling molecules in transduction pathways. There are several exceptions. For example, Bakal et al. 17 described the presence of local signaling networks that may regulate cell shape and migration based on the morphological profiling of single cells combined with RNAi-based genetic screening technology. In addition, Wada et al. 18 suggested that cellular morphology may play a crucial role in regulating the Hippo pathway. Although much progress has been achieved in recognizing the relationship between certain cellular morphologies and molecular processes, a quantitative understanding of the complicated coupling interplays between mechanical and morphological factors and signaling pathways remains unknown and should be addressed in future research 18 . Based on the CII, the present study established a CA model based on investigations of different HCC and normal hepatocyte (NH) lines to determine the coupling interplay of apoptotic signals that are spatially and temporally associated with morphological and mechanical remodeling to control cell death. Accumulating evidence suggests that phenotypic changes inevitably and continuously occur during morphological and mechanical remodeling within a cell and are accompanied by alterations in mechanical properties 14, 15 . Elegant studies have demonstrated that the innate mechanical properties of cells can act as novel biomarkers to discriminate differences between normal and cancer cells during the evolution of cancer [19] [20] [21] . Coupled to the apoptosis process is the presence of tight regulation of molecular signals, which ensures that cells undergo survival or death. However, external stimuli may effectively participate in cellular and sub-cellular activities, resulting in variations in cell growth, basic remodeling, mechano-signal transduction, and gene expression 16 . Therefore, we should seek to understand how these clues mediate the onset of basic coupling and remodeling to switch on or off the cellular machinery. Evidently, such couplings are critical for multicellular organisms to maintain tissue and organ structures. Biotype atomic force microscopy (AFM) provides a multifaceted platform to directly measure the mechanical parameters of a cell (such as cell elasticity, cell geometry and size, and the degree of cell surface roughness) and to study their responses to applied forces 22, 23 . This procedure allows quantitative investigations of how mechanical mechanisms are sensed by cells, and how the cells respond to applied forces and orchestrate the apoptotic remodeling process, which is characterized by changes in cell deformation and molecular damage events. Consequently, this single-cell analysis technique is helpful in determining the mechanisms underlying CA.
The aim of this study was to investigate the changes in mechanical signatures and morphological phenotypes during CII-induced HCC apoptotic signaling to determine whether there is a correlative and coupling interplay between them. Furthermore, using theories from statistical physics, we propose a theoretical model to explain how the mechanical mechanism may control the budding process of apoptotic bodies (ABs) that accompany the modulation of apoptotic signaling. Our results help to explain the different CII-induced apoptotic responses observed in different HCC lines by relating the responses to mechanical phenotypic signatures. This evaluation of apoptosis based on biomechanics may facilitate the attainment of greater knowledge regarding cancer-killing mechanisms in the context of CII. Such knowledge may enable the expansion of previously described single biological strategies for cancer diagnosis and evaluation of the curative effect during therapy, especially in clinical hepatoma therapy, using CII.
Results

CII-triggered apoptotic signals change in HCC and NH lines.
An approach based on immunoblotting (IB) was established to determine whether apoptotic proteins mediate the signals that initiate CII-induced apoptosis and to understand how apoptotic proteins participate in basic remodeling within a cell. Figure 1A shows that CII upregulated the expression levels of caspase-3, increased Bax expression and decreased Bcl-2 expression in irradiated cells in a time-dependent manner. By contrast, increased Bax expression and no obvious changes in Bcl-2 expression were observed in the Mhcc-97H cell line after irradiation. Furthermore, hierarchical cluster analysis quantitatively revealed differences between the expression of apoptotic proteins in the different cell lines at different testing times. As shown in the heatmap in Fig. 1B , Bcl-2 expression was robustly downregulated in the irradiated cells relative to the nonirradiated cells, but the expression levels of Bax were upregulated in the irradiated cells relative to the nonirradiated cells. Bax and caspase-3 expression in these irradiated cells was gradually activated over time (0-24 h). However, Bcl-2 expression gradually decreased over time. The results also indicated that CII increased the Bax/Bcl-2 ratio (Fig. 1C) . Accordingly, the change in the Bax/Bcl-2 ratio in the irradiated cells was more sensitive for forecasting cellular fate, and therefore this ratio can be regarded as an indicator to assess the progression of CA induced by CII.
Quantitative analysis of the geometric changes in morphology during apoptosis. Various geometric parameters of the five irradiated HCC lines and one NH line were measured using cluster-cell and single-cell analyses. The physical parameters measured included the length, width, perimeter, thickness, cell projected area (CPA), and effective volume of the cells with CII doses of 0 and 2 Gy (Table 1) . CII caused a remarkable decrease in all geometric parameters of the irradiated cells, and only the cell widths slowly changed ( Table 1) , implying that the change in morphological remodeling correlated with the shrinkage of HCCs and NHs.
Single-cell profiling of precise topographic characteristics. Figure 2A ,B presents AFM micrographs showing the morphology of the irradiated and nonirradiated HCC and NH lines. The nonirradiated cells were characterized by a polygonal shape. The ultrastructure of the cell surface was homogeneous and displayed a gentle sloping decline from the apical zone of the nucleus to the limbic zone of the cytoplasm. The cell membrane was relatively smooth and intact, whereas the nucleus displayed continuous upheaval and plumping. After irradiation exposure, the cells shrank and became round. The plasma membrane was severely damaged and became rougher, exhibiting larger surface fluctuations and appearance of crimp on plasma membrane ( Fig. 2A-E) . To further elucidate the signature cell morphology on a nanoscale, the cell surface roughness was evaluated. The Ra and Rq changes in surface roughness in these cells revealed that the values of irradiated cells were larger than those of Scientific RepoRts | 6:35131 | DOI: 10.1038/srep35131 nonirradiated cells (Fig. 2C-E) . These results confirmed that changes in cell surface roughness could serve as the most logical reflection of membrane surface remodeling during apoptosis.
Single-cell topography based on AFM analysis suggested that the NHs exhibited a neat actin filament arrangement before irradiation ( Fig. 2A,B) . Stress fibers in the limbic zone of the cytoplasm were arranged in tightly packed parallel striates that spread to the cell rim. In contrast to the NHs, the actin filament arrangement of the HCCs was chaotic. Stress fibers in the limbic zone were no longer in parallel striates. After irradiation exposure ( Fig. 2A-D) , the cytoskeletal structures of all HCC and NH lines were disassembled and indistinguishable, and the actin filaments were almost dissolved. In particular, several fine structures/units were observed, including certain irregular protuberances, small pores on the membrane, and fewer microvilli. The pseudopodial structure (lamellipodia) disappeared around the cell with a thin mesh-like layer of fibers.
Cytoskeletal architecture disassembly enhances morphological remodeling. Based on immunofluorescence (IF) imaging, the CII-induced alterations in the actin cytoskeletal structure, their reorganization, and the cell nucleus in the HCC and NH lines (Fig. 2F) were compared with single-cell imaging using AFM. Abundant actin filaments were observed across the cell body in NHs and displayed a relatively organized orientation. These fibers presented a radial arrangement pattern that extended from the nuclear region. In particular, a clear filamentous perinuclear actin cap at the apex of the nuclear region was observed on the cytoplasmic surface. The actin filaments were organized in a more abundant cytoskeletal structure that consisted of unidirectional, parallel filaments throughout the cell body. By contrast, HCCs displayed fewer stress fibers at the basal surface, and most of the actin filaments were present in the filopodia and lamellipodia. The actin cap structures of the HCCs were undeveloped, but many short microvillus structures were present on the cell membrane surface. The nucleus was full and quasi-circular or elliptical in shape. F-actin mainly emerged from enriched vesicle-like structures in the HCCs after irradiation. In particular, the actin filaments randomly surrounded the nucleus without a common orientation, and the actin filament network condensed. The actin filaments were also similarly characterized by dissolution. Compared with nonirradiated HCCs, the integral cytoskeletal architecture following irradiation manifested as a random, disordered actin meshwork arrangement (Fig. 2F) . However, the nucleus, as another radiosensitive organelle, became irregular, exhibited heteromorphic nucleus or microvoids, and presented nuclear pyknosis, nuclear fragmentation, and karyolysis phenomena. Quantitative image analysis revealed a significant decrease in the relative densities of the cytoskeleton post-irradiation (Fig. 2G) .
Cellular mechanical properties involved in CA. Cellular mechanical properties were distinguished from the nuclear and cytoplasmic zones using the single-cell mechanics method. The NHs showed a larger stiffness (elastic modulus, E) value than the HCCs (Fig. 3A,B) . The elastic modulus of the NHs exhibited a larger range of variation with a normal distribution, whereas that of the HCCs displayed a narrower span of normal distribution. The order of the stiffness value of the nonirradiated HCCs was HepG2 > Smmc-7721 > Huh-7 > Mhcc-97L > Mhcc-97H. The nuclear zone in the HCCs exhibited a higher stiffness value than that in the cytoplasmic zone, but the stiffness of the cytoplasmic zone in NHs was significantly larger than that in the nuclear zone. Excluding the basal region (i.e., the coverslip substrate), the largest stiffness value was observed in the limbic zone of the NH cytoplasm. The softer region was located where the margin of the cytoplasm nearly extended to the apical area of the nuclear zone in the NHs. For the HCCs, the cytoplasmic margin that nearly extended to the apical area of the nuclear zone displayed greater stiffness (Fig. 3A) . By contrast, an evident decrease in stiffness in the nuclear and cytoplasmic zones of the irradiated cells was observed compared with that of the nonirradiated cells. Certain similar changes in stiffness were observed in all irradiated cell lines, regardless of the partitioning into the nuclear and cytoplasmic zones.
Correlation between the morphological phenotype and mechanical signatures during apoptotic signaling induced by CII. Although a large amount of evidence supports potential links between cell morphology, mechanical signatures, and apoptotic signals, the systematic coupling mechanism by which apoptotic remodeling is linked remains unclear. Based on the available data, we analyzed the relationship between CPA, E, cytoskeletal density (CD), and caspase-3 protein levels (CPLs) and all irradiated cell lines using Pearson's product-moment correlation test. Figure 4A -D showed that except for Mhcc-97H cells, CPA and E, CD and E, and CPA and CD were positively correlated with HCCs. By contrast, E and CPLs were negatively correlated. These findings suggest that the apparently close relationship among the cell microstructure, actin cytoskeletal organization, cell mechanical properties and apoptotic protein expression is likely to play a crucial role in the onset of apoptosis.
Discussion
Apoptosis, the regulated destruction of a cell, is a complicated process. The decision to die relies on the activity of many genes that influence the likelihood of a cell to launch its self-destruction program 24 . The 25, 26 . In most cases, irradiated tumor cells have been demonstrated to undergo apoptosis 27, 28 . Many studies have explored the molecular mechanisms underlying the killing effect of CII 29, 30 . However, how the systematic coupling associated with morphological phenotype and mechanical signatures regulates CII-induced apoptotic remodeling and how heavy ion radiotherapy evokes the killing effect in different tumor cells remain unclear. Therefore, the coupling interplay that mediates apoptotic signals in HCC lines under CII must be carefully investigated.
Our data indicated that cellular demise occurred through the activation of caspase-3 apoptotic signals within 24 h after irradiation, and the Bax/Bcl-2 ratio clearly showed a monotonic increase during apoptosis, which can be interpreted as an index to assess the progression of HCC apoptosis (Fig. 1A-C) . Accumulating evidence suggests that caspases, a family of endoproteases, provide critical links in cell regulatory networks that control cell death 31 . The activation of apoptotic caspases results in the inactivation or activation of substrates, and the generation of a cascade of signaling events permits the controlled demolition of cellular components 32, 33 . In particular, caspase-3 is important or essential in other apoptotic scenarios in a remarkable cell type-or death stimulus-specific manner 34 . Recently, A Tomiyama et al. 27 demonstrated that CII-induced caspase-dependent apoptosis was initiated in human glioblastoma cell lines. Our results are also consistent with the findings of Fei Ye et al. 29 , who elucidated the mechanism of brain damage after exposure to CII and observed Bcl-2 family protein activation followed by activation of caspase-3. Unambiguous answers regarding the apoptotic mechanisms have been deciphered by caspase-mediated pathways to integrate death signals generated by a chain of molecular events, resulting in DNA damage, cytoskeletal demolition, and endoplasmic reticulum stress 35 . The influence of radiation cues to modulate the Bax/Bcl-2 ratio is regarded as an important determinant of its pro-apoptotic or anti-apoptotic role 36 . These findings highlight that the activation of caspase-3, Bax and Bcl-2 expression actively initiates signaling events within 24 h that are important for the CII-induced apoptotic response during the death of different HCCs.
Morphological and mechanical remodeling drives ongoing apoptosis to determine an underlying, conserved, and endogenous cell death program. It is reasonable to propose that a proper understanding of morphological remodeling will clarify the mechanism underlying the coupling interplay. An evident change in geometric parameters is characterized by morphological remodeling during CII-induced apoptosis. For example, the length, width, perimeter, thickness, CPA, and effective volume decreased (Table 1) , whereas the surface roughness increased (Fig. 2E) . Following the volume reduction in cells, if the cell height decreased, then the CPA decreased according to simple geometric rules. The measurements demonstrated a similar relationship among these geometric parameters, which reflects this loss of the geometric configuration of the cell shape during CII-induced morphological remodeling. However, the increased cell surface roughness implies a faster loss of cell volume than the area of the cell membrane during CII-induced cell shrinkage. All of these measured geometric parameters on the fine surface ultrastructure and gross morphological features of the cells are closely related. Intuitively, measurement of size parameters post-irradiation can help to accurately depict the change in micromorphology during apoptosis to better reflect the real-time physical state of the cell. Therefore, CPA was selected as a cross-sectional marker to assess morphological remodeling during apoptosis.
To further verify whether mechanical phenotype signatures are involved in the apoptotic coupling process, we focused on single-cell topography and cellular mechanical properties based on cytoskeletal alterations during mechanical remodeling. Our results demonstrated that CII caused the thin mesh-like layer of the fiber matrix to disappear and the cytoskeletal fibers to undergo rearrangements; thus, the mechanical properties of the cell could be radically altered (Figs 2A and 3 ). This finding shows that the differences in the mechanical properties of the cells lie in the fiber packing and the structural assembly of the cytoskeleton rather than the inherent cell shape. In this study, the fiber arrangement and the density of the fiber distribution jointly determined the cell stiffness. In particular, the orientation of the mesh structure of the interlaced stress fibers in the plasma membrane might also have increased the stiffness. Moreover, single-cell mechanical results revealed that the irradiated cells exhibited a decreasing tendency to exhibit the changes cell stiffness (Fig. 3A-C) . In fact, the mechanical properties both NHs and HCCs depend on the conversion of extracellular cues into intracellular cytoskeletal responses. The viscoelastic cytoskeleton provides continuous mechanical coupling throughout the cell that changes during cytoskeleton remodeling. Such mechanical actions may conduct mechanical stresses from the membrane to internal organelles 14, 37 . Evidence suggests that the mechanical properties of the cell are essential for generating responses because they determine the extent of cellular deformation or damage in response to the applied forces 38, 39 . In seeking consensus, the changes in the flexibility of cell structure may depend on the cytoskeleton. The actin cytoskeleton is a major eukaryotic cellular component because actin protein molecules undergo a continuous process of rapid polymerization and depolymerization to promote the morphological plasticity of living cells 40 . Furthermore, actin can be assembled and disassembled in response to a signaling cascade as a starting point in the pathway, which is related to the dynamic properties of the cytoskeleton to further modulate cellular activity 41, 42 . In this study, we were interested in the impact of the disruption of the actin cytoskeleton on CII-induced apoptosis and whether the cytoskeletal structure is affected in different HCC and NH lines, which would alter the mechanical properties of the cell. After irradiation exposure, the F-actin cytoskeletal network architecture was condensed, and the actin filaments were similarly characterized by depolymerization and dissolution (Fig. 2F,G) . Analogous investigation of apoptotic changes induced by okadaic acid result in disruption of the F-actin cytoskeleton, and activation of caspase-3 43 . Remarkably, the effect of actin cytoskeletal damage during the apoptotic caspase-initiated cascade is how cooperate to orchestrate actin dynamics within living cells, and how specifically cleaved by caspases 41 , which, in turn, results in the demise of the actin cytoskeleton. In support of links between actin and caspase-3 activation as the involvement in cytoskeletal disruption to elicit characteristic membrane blebbing and morphological changes, the pioneering findings suggests that caspase-3 can generate fragment of gelsolin 44 . Attributed to actin severing protein gelsolin was identified as a substrate for caspase-3, and caspase-cleaved gelsolin can sever actin filaments in vitro 45 . As accompanied by a reduction in F-actin content, the destruction of the actin cytoskeleton is sensitive to caspase-mediated damage as a consequence of apoptosis, and dynamic damage to the cytoskeleton appears to modulate downstream signaling events 46, 47 . Clearly, the underlying molecular mechanism of gelsolin fragmentation induced by caspase-3 contributes to actin cytoskeletal collapse and nucleolysis 48 , which mediate, in part, the morphologic changes of apoptosis and also a mechanistic role for actin-severing protein in the apoptotic caspase-initiated cascade. This process requires cells to combine a signaling pathway involved in cell survival with the remodeling of the actin cytoskeleton. Therefore, cytoskeletal (A) Cell shape vs mechanical properties. In detail, CPA vs E, in L02, r = 0.642, P = 0.00 < 0.01; in HepG2, r = 0.619, P = 0.00 < 0.01; in Smmc-7721, r = 0.519, P = 0.00 < 0.01; in Huh-7, r = 0.564, P = 0.00 < 0.01; in Mhcc-97L, r = 0.355, P = 0.005 < 0.01; (B) Cytoskeleton density vs mechanical properties. In detail, CD vs E, in L02, r = 0.872, P = 0.00 < 0.01; in HepG2, r = 0.790, P = 0.00 < 0.01; in Smmc-7721, r = 0.876, P = 0.00 < 0.01; in Huh-7, r = 0.866, P = 0.00 < 0.01; in Mhcc-97L, r = 0.724, P = 0.00 < 0.01; (C) Cell shape vs cytoskeleton density. In detail, CPA vs CD, in L02, r = 0.841, P = 0.00 < 0.01; in HepG2, r = 0.784, P = 0.00 < 0.01; in Smmc-7721, r = 0.700, P = 0.00 < 0.01; in Huh-7, r = 0.568, P = 0.00 < 0.01; in Mhcc-97L, r = 0.501, P = 0.003 < 0.01; (D) Caspase-3 protein levels vs mechanical properties. In detail, CPLs vs E, in L02, r = − 0.811, P = 0.00 < 0.01; in HepG2, r = − 0.784, P = 0.00 < 0.01; in Smmc-7721, r = − 0.714, P = 0.00 < 0.01; in Huh-7, r = − 0.747, P = 0.00 < 0.01; in Mhcc-97L, r = − 0.701, P = 0.003 < 0.01.
Scientific RepoRts | 6:35131 | DOI: 10.1038/srep35131 remodeling in response to radiation stimuli is a fundamental process in dying apoptotic cells. A less dynamic cytoskeleton would be unable to respond effectively to such cues. In this scenario, the pathway both regulates and is regulated by actin dynamics 41 , which appears that cell fate is associated with the stability of the cytoskeleton, with a close link between the dynamic properties of actin and apoptosis.
Apoptosis is a multistep, evolutionarily conserved process that is characterized by the succession of signaling molecules and morphological changes that result in the selective and highly regulated dismantling of cell structures 43 . Typically, morphological hallmarks of apoptosis are characterized by shrinkage of the cell and nucleus, as well as condensation of nuclear chromatin into sharply delineated masses that become marginated against the nuclear membranes. During cytoplasmic blebbing, the nucleus progressively condenses, along with karyorrhexis, the appearance of depolymerization, and disintegration of the actin cytoskeleton. Afterward, cellular budding occurs in a process whereby the extensions separate and the plasma membrane seals to form a separate membrane around the detached solid cellular material. Consequently, ABs are crowded with closely packed cellular organelles or fragments of nucleus [49] [50] [51] . However, those fine structures/units contain membranes, mitochondria or other smaller organelles that are well preserved inside the bodies (Fig. 5A,B) . To refine our understanding of conventional apoptotic events, the underlying biomechanical mechanism of the onset of apoptosis and the biophysical mechanism of the formation and cellular budding process of AB should be further investigated. We propose a theoretical model to explain how the mechanical mechanism may control the budding process of ABs associated with the progression of molecular pathways.
Our theoretical analyses are the first to elucidate the biophysical mechanism of the formation and budding of ABs during apoptotic remodeling. As shown in Fig. 5A , the apoptotic process must accompany AB budding, which can be clearly observed inside and outside the irradiated HCC shown in Fig. 5B . The molecular mechanism can explain most of the CA events but cannot answer the question of how the ABs are formed and discharged from cells. In this study, we hypothesize that during the CA process, a large number of free small molecules, biopolymer fragments/units and organelles are produced, depolymerized, and detached, thereby crowding the cellular environment. Under such conditions, the entropic depletion effects can lead to phase separation in the microsystem, which consists of large and small nano/microparticles [52] [53] [54] [55] . Therefore, large ABs can be pressed against the cell membrane during CA. Based on an idealized theoretical model shown in Fig. S1 , this driving force can be estimated as
2 , where k B is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, ρ s is the density of the free small molecules, and R c , R b , and R s are the effective radii of the cells, ABs, and small molecules, respectively. Under certain conditions, this driving force can overcome the resistance of membrane bending with effective force, ~4π(κ/R b + γR b ), releasing the ABs from the cell through budding, where κ and γ are the bending stiffness and surface energy of the cell membrane, respectively. A detailed estimation of various parameters in this analysis shows that ABs with sizes from 0.5 μ m to 1 μ m can be squeezed out of the cell, which is consistent with the experimental observations shown in Fig. 5B .
Ionizing radiation often induces cells to undergo apoptosis in a synchronous manner; thus, apoptosis can be divided into biochemical signals, morphologic hallmarks and mechanical phenotypic phases. We next explored the method by which apoptotic remodeling associated with morphological phenotypes and mechanical signatures evokes different killing effects in HCCs during CII radiation. Based on the correlation analysis, the results in Fig. 2F show that the cytoskeleton of irradiated cells mainly formed by actin filaments exhibited a dissolved state, and its density significantly decreased after irradiation. These changes in cytoskeletal fibers are coincident with the evolution of the morphological phenotype and mechanical signature of cells undergoing apoptosis, as is clearly shown in the correlation in Fig. 4B. Furthermore, Fig. 4A ,C,D illustrate that the representative parameters of cellular morphology, mechanical properties, and signaling molecular are highly correlated. Our data suggest that the coupled interplay during CII-induced apoptosis is conducted by the coordinated activation of apoptotic molecules and ubiquitous mechanical coupling, which results in a complex cascade of events that link the initiating radiation stimuli to the final demise of the cell. This relationship appears to have been maintained in divergent eukaryotic systems.
The present study demonstrated that a tight coupling interplay between morphological and mechanical remodeling and signaling molecules, which are interwoven with the progression of CA. These observations on representative parameters of our data were identified to characterize the molecular process and morphological and mechanical remodeling of irradiated HCCs. Statistical analysis of these parameters showed a strong correlation. Theoretical analysis justified that AB budding is driven by the entropic depletion effect in addition to the molecular mechanism. Accordingly, such a tight coupling interplay between the molecular pathways and morphological and mechanical remodeling modulates a novel arbitration of cellular demise in CII-induced HCC apoptosis (Fig. 6 ). This strategy of evaluating apoptosis based on biomechanics may greatly improve our understanding of the cancer-killing mechanism in the context of CII. It may also help to expand previously described single biological strategies for cancer diagnosis and evaluations of curative effects during cancer therapy, particularly during the treatment of hepatoma with heavy ion radiotherapy.
Materials and Methods
Cell lines and cell culture. . The data were automatically collected using a microcomputer during irradiation, and the particle fluences of the beams were determined from an air ionization chamber signal based on the calibration of the detector (PTW-UNIDOS, Wiesbaden, Germany). Additionally, an approximate irradiation dose of 2 Gy at the 24 h time point was selected using the MTT assay (Fig. S2 ). All cells in the exponential growth phase were irradiated at a dose of 2 Gy at room temperature (RT), and the nonirradiated cells (0 Gy) were handled in parallel with the irradiated samples.
Sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) and IB analyses. Cells treated with CII for 0, 6, 12, or 24 h were evaluated by SDS-PAGE and IB analyses to assess protein expression. The cell lysates (50 mM Tris-HCl [pH 8.0]; 150 mM NaCl; NaN 3 ; SDS 0.1%; NP-40 1%; and 100 μ g/mL PMSF) were homogenized in solubilizing buffer supplemented with protease and phosphatase inhibitors (MSSAFE, Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA). Subsequently, the cells were incubated on ice for 40 min. The supernatant was collected after centrifugation at 14,000 rpm for 20 min at 4 °C. The protein concentrations were quantified using the BCA method Step 1: a healthy cell.
Step 2: an unhealthy cell with activation of suspicious molecules.
Step 3: an apoptotic cell with a series of typical morphological characteristics, including nuclear condensation, nuclear pyknosis, chromosomal DNA fracture, cell shrinkage, cytoplasmic blebbing, and cytoskeletal collapse.
Step 4: continuation of apoptosis along with cellular budding and apoptotic body formation, resulting in cellular disintegration into many small apoptotic body segments (yellow arrows). These small bodies are engulfed by the macrophages in vivo. Apoptosis completes the evolution cycle accordingly. (B) Experimental observations of typical morphological changes in apoptotic HepG2 cells post-irradiation, including chromatin condensation, nuclear pyknosis, karyorrhexis, fragmentation (pink arrows), plasma membrane blebbing, a disorderly arrangement and dissolution of the cytoskeleton, an enlarged F-actin filament texture, enriched vesicle-like structures, and cytoskeletal collapse or remodeling (white arrows). These changes lead to cellular budding and apoptotic body formation (approximately 0.2-2 μ m). DAPI-labeled nuclei (blue) and rhodamine phalloidin-labeled cytoskeleton (red). Scale bar, 10 μ m.
(23227, Pierce, Rockford, IL, USA). Prior to loading, the proteins were boiled in denaturation buffer (P0015L, Beyotime Institute of Biotechnology, Beijing, China) for 7 min at 100 °C. SDS-PAGE was performed using a discontinuous acrylamide gel 56 . Whole-cell lysate protein was loaded in each lane. A pre-stained molecular weight marker (SM1811, Fermentas, Burlington, ON, Canada) was used for size comparison. Each protein equivalent was separated by 10-12% SDS-PAGE and transferred onto PVDF membranes. The membranes were blocked in TBST buffer containing 5% nonfat dry milk (w/v) (D8340, BD Biosciences, Sparks, MD, USA) and then incubated overnight at 4 °C with primary antibodies against caspase-3 (ab17868), Bax (ab32124), and Bcl-2 (ab694) at the recommended dilutions (Abcam, San Francisco, CA, USA). The membranes were then incubated with horseradish peroxidase-conjugated goat anti-mouse (sc-2005)/anti-rabbit (sc-2004) secondary antibodies (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA, USA) at RT for 2 h. Next, they were developed using ECL reagent (6883, Cell Figure 6 . Coupling interplay mechanism during CII-induced HCC apoptotic remodeling: arbiters of cell survival or demise. This study has elucidated that a tight coupling interplay underlies CII-induced apoptotic remodeling. Firstly, ionizing radiation stimuli triggers activation of the apoptotic signaling pathway (Bcl-2 family proteins). Secondly, in the committed and effector phase, the molecular executioner caspase-3 becomes completely activated, committing the cells to evoke apoptotic changes. This phase is also accompanied by alterations in cellular mechanical properties, and the mechanical signals participate with the signals of specific cellular events to generate positive coupling feedback to modulate the apoptotic response process. The budding process of ABs is a remarkable example of this control by mechanical factors. Thirdly, a tight coupling interplay mechanism directs the cell toward survival or demise (Fig. 6 ). In the final stages, the ABs are rapidly phagocytosed by macrophages and parenchymal cells and degraded. Apoptosis completes the cycle.
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Signaling, Danvers, MA, USA). The signals were visualized by exposure to the Chemi Doc ™ XRS System with Image Lab ™ software (Bio-Rad Laboratories, CA, USA). β -actin expression served as a control. Differences in protein expression were examined by densitometry analysis using ImageJ software (NIH, Maryland, USA, http:// rsb.info.nih.gov/ij). IB experiments were repeated three times to confirm the results.
Cluster-cell method for morphological analysis. The cluster-cell method (using ImageJ software) was adopted to measure the physical parameters of five HCC lines and one NH line in a field (× 40). Cell borders were distinguished to achieve accurate cell size measurements per field 57 .
Fluorescence imaging and F-actin cytoskeletal analysis. Cytoskeletal organization was detected based on the labeled F-actin in each cell line using IF imaging. The cells were grown on round coverslips at a density of 4,000 cells/cm 2 . The coverslips with plated cells were placed in a 6-well plate with 2.5 mL medium. After irradiation for 24 h, the cells were fixed for 10 min in 3.7% formaldehyde in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS; combined with 137 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 10 mM Na 2 HPO 4 and 1.8 mM KH 2 PO 4 , [pH 7.4]) at RT. Next, cells were permeabilized with 0.1% Triton X-100 in PBS for 3 min. F-actin was stained with a fluorescein isothiocyanatephalloidin conjugate solution (P5282, Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA). Then, 1% bovine serum albumin (BSA; 9048-46-8, Solarbio, Beijing, China) was added to the staining solution to reduce nonspecific background staining in these conjugates. The solution was placed on coverslips for 60 min in a dark room. After incubation, the coverslips were washed five times with PBS for 8 min each to remove unbound phalloidin conjugate. The cells on the coverslips were incubated with 4′ , 6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI; D9542, Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA) at 0.1 mg/mL in PBS for 15 min at RT and rinsed five times with PBS. The cells were sandwiched between the coverslip and a glass slide and mounted with antifade mounting medium (P0128, Beyotime, Beijing, China). Finally, the glass slides were examined using confocal microscopy (LSM700, Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany). Multiple images of each cell line were captured to visualize the F-actin fibers and nuclear DNA. A typical image from each group is shown as a section of the cytoskeletal architecture. The mean intensities of F-actin in each cell were measured using ImageJ software.
AFM for single-cell imaging and mechanical measurements. Topographical analysis and mechanical property measurements of individual cells were conducted using a biotype AFM. A JPK Nano Wizard III instrument (JPK Instruments AG, Germany) coupled with a Zeiss MicroImaging inverted optical microscope (Axiovert 200M, Carl Zeiss, Germany) was used with a 100 × 100 (fast × slow) μ m 2 scanner and closed-loop feedback system. A BioLever probe with a nominal spring constant of 0.03 N/m (BioLever-RC150VB-C1, Olympus Micro Cantilevers, Japan) was also used in this study. The cantilever tip was modified by attaching a smooth silicon dioxide microsphere with a diameter of 4.0 μ m (EPR-Si-4, EPRUI Nanoparticles & Microspheres Co., Ltd., China) with epoxy resin glue (Epoxy F-05 Clear, Alteco, Japan) to simplify the contact geometry and minimize the lateral strain of the sample during indentation. The measurement procedures were conducted in medium at 37 °C using the BioCell liquid temperature-controlled chamber. The cells (at a density of 2 × 10 4 /mL) were seeded in advance on 24-mm sterile round gelatin-coated coverslips in plastic Petri dishes. All tests eliminated the confounding effects of neighboring cells on the edge contact and morphology to obtain accurate measurements of a single cell. Topography images and force spectroscopy measurements were conducted under contact mode with the medium. Detailed methods on force spectroscopy measurement are shown in Fig. S3 .
Statistical analysis. Data were presented as the mean ± standard deviation (SD). Difference in means was assessed by Student's t-test and one-way ANOVA using the SPSS 17.0 software (IBM, Chicago, IL, USA). Force spectroscopy data were analyzed by using the Shapiro-Wilk test. Associations among cell morphology, mechanical properties, actin cytoskeleton architecture, and apoptotic protein expression were tested by using Pearson's product-moment correlation coefficient. Statistical significance was set at P < 0.05.
